Course Description
Research Methods Practical I.

Aim of the course:
The course of Research Methods Practical I. aims to give information about survey techniques, tests and questionnaires in psychological research. The focus is on the methodological characteristics of the tools, the basic concepts of psychometrics and some practical aspects.

Learning outcome, competences
knowledge:
• about steps of a research planning procedure
• about the criteria of choosing different questionnaires and tests
• about the possible instruments of survey studies

attitude:
• openness towards the research of different psychological concepts
• sensitivity related to the research problems of psychology
• ethical sensitivity related to the psychological research

skills:
• can plan a psychological study until the step of the ethical approval
• can work in a research team

Content of the course
Topics of the course
• The differences between tests and questionnaires
• Scales. Methodological and statistical basics
• Reliability check
• Validity check
• The methodology of the establishment of a questionnaire, problems of the item-construction.
• Development of an own questionnaire
• Factory analysis, principal component analysis
• MMPI and MMPI-2, CPI. The use of profiles, evaluation
• Projective personality tests.
• Performance tests. The development and types of intelligence tests
• Research planning

Learning activities, learning methods
frontal method, interactive work, cooperative learning, individual and group work

Evaluation of outcomes
Learning requirements, mode of evaluation, criteria of evaluation:
requirements
• active participation on the classes (max. 3 cases of non-attendance)
• knowledge about the materials of the course (presentations and literature)
• performance of practical tasks, homework, essays
mode of evaluation:

- **precondition:** continuous performance of homework as a precondition for the written exam at the end of the course (the student cannot miss any homework, if it is not submitted until the time of the next class, it causes -3% in the evaluation of the written exam)
- **30% of the final grade:** research planning in a small group: choosing a topic and a research question, planning a study together with a presentation and the submission of the ethical permission form at the end of the semester
- **70% of the final grade:** written exam at the end of the semester, with a result of at least 50%

**Final grade** can range from 1-5, made of the result of the written exam (70%) and the result of the common research planning work (30%), with using the rules of rounding.

criteria of evaluation:

- the construction of the research plan as a team, the submission of the common presentation and the ethical permission form
- the quantity and quality of the theoretical material and their possible applications

## Reading list

### Compulsory reading list


### Suggested reading list